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Hello and welcome to Freshwater Theatre Company’s brochure  
for 2019/20. This year we are offering brand new sessions as well as  
awe-inspiring updates to your existing favourites to ensure we are 
bringing you the most relevant sessions to enhance your current topics. 

  

“ The children all grew in confidence as they 
performed. We will certainly be using some  
of the techniques for engaging children  
in storytelling in the future.” 

 Chrissy Lamming, Mandeville Primary School, St Albans
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Giving your topic the ‘wow’ factor

 “The children were captivated throughout 
and most went home talking about it.”

Hayley Payne, Lambrook School, Bracknell

Interactive learning  

 “The children really enjoyed the 
activities; the learning was evident and 
interactive.”

Ammaarah Haq, St Margaret’s Primary School, Barking

Easy booking process 

 “Booking was very straightforward and 
the lady dealing with the booking was  
so polite and very helpful.”  

Florence Bouriah, Hall School Wimbledon, Putney Vale

Why work with us?
Curriculum specific 

 “It met our learning objective perfectly. 
The school staff have also said they 
enjoyed it too.”

Charlotte Stringfellow, IntoUniversity, Hackney Downs

Experienced facilitators

 “The facilitator was brilliant – he managed 
to tailor his session perfectly to meet our 
particular requirements.”  

Leila Ghaddab, Orchard House School, Chiswick

Opportunity to observe  
children’s progress

 “Well paced and planned workshop.  
It was a useful tool to review children’s 
learning.”  

Kate Healy, Langford Primary Academy, Fulham

About Us
With more than 20 years of experience, Freshwater continues to be recognised  
as one of the most respected drama-in-education companies in the UK. Working 
with over 150,000 children each year, we provide enriching learning opportunities 
that enable creative expression whilst embedding subject knowledge.

We look forward  
to working with you.



The World  
Around Us
• By the Sea NEW!
• Colour
• Food
• Growing
• Health
• Jungle
• London NEW!
• Polar Regions
• Space/Moon Landings
• Transport
• Water

“We had positive feedback from parents,  
who said their children could not stop  
talking about the session and wanted to  
make their own story hunts at home.”
Janet Mellor, The Lyceum School, Shoreditch

Early Years
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Celebrations  
and Festivals
• Diwali
• Festive Fun

Bespoke Story Hunt
If your topic is not listed, please get  
in touch and we can create a Bespoke 
Story Hunt just for you. 

A Carnival of Stories
Supporting Black History Month, this 
special story hunt takes your children  
on a journey from England to Kenya  
and on to the Caribbean, culminating  
in a lively carnival of stories.

All Creatures  
Great and Small
• Animals
• Dinosaurs
• Minibeasts
• Ourselves
• Pirates
• Teddy Bears

Tales and Rhymes
• Fairytales
• Nursery Rhymes

Early Years Story Hunt

Let our specialist Early Years facilitator lead your children on an action-packed,  
sensory adventure, picking up clues in order to create a magical story together.  
Highly interactive, lots of fun and available on a whole range of topics:

French fun for Early Years? 
Turn to page 19.



“We had positive feedback from parents,  
who said their children could not stop  
talking about the session and wanted to  
make their own story hunts at home.”
Janet Mellor, The Lyceum School, Shoreditch
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“I have seen this show about 6 times 
now and I never get bored.”
Julia Flynn, Pelham Primary School, Bexleyheath

History
History Shows

Ancient Egyptian Exploration!
Join our daring explorer in unlocking  
the secrets of an Ancient Egyptian tomb. 
Encountering Anubis and Tutankhamun, 
can your children lift the curse and escape 
the tomb unscathed? 

Ancient Greek Adventure!
Are your children courageous enough  
to join the Time Traveller on a daring 
mission, journey back to Ancient Greece 
and persuade Zeus, a rich Athenian,  
and a Spartan slave to help them?

Return of the Romans!
The live TV show Return from the Past  
is in danger of being cancelled and needs 
your help! Faced with some slightly 
eccentric contestants from Roman Britain 
and the sudden arrival of Queen Boudicca, 
can your children save the show?

Trapped in Tudor Times!
The time machine is broken and the 
Time Traveller is stuck in 1500! Will your 
children be able to enlist the support  
of a host of Tudor characters to avoid  
being trapped in Tudor times forever?

History Days

Following one of our fact-filled and fast- 
paced shows in the morning, your children 
will be further immersed in history with 
two hands-on, 45-minute workshops in the 
afternoon. Designed for up to 60 children,  
the following ‘Days’ are available:

Egyptian Day
Unearth fascinating facts on the explorer’s ‘dig’ 
and choose from a host of ancient artefacts 
to bring Egyptian myths and legends to life.

Greek Day
Explore everyday Athenian life and society 
and celebrate the legacy of the Ancient 
Greeks, discussing philosophy and  
recreating an original Olympic Games. 

Roman Day
Discover more about life in Roman Britain 
as well as hearing the Celtic perspective  
on invasion from Queen Boudicca herself.



History Workshops
Significant Individuals…

Florence Nightingale
Travelling with Florence to Scutari hospital 
and roleplaying scenes from her life, your 
class will explore her childhood memories 
as well as her nursing legacy.

Mary Seacole
As Mary shares her stories and explains 
the challenges she faced, your children 
will witness her encounter with Florence 
Nightingale and help the famous nurse  
set up the British Hotel.

Columbus and Armstrong 
Explore the life and times of these two
intrepid explorers by recreating their 
journeys and discoveries. Your pupils will 
discover the many similarities between 
these two men, or choose to study one 
explorer in greater detail.

Guy Fawkes 
Join our Time Traveller on an imaginary  
and interactive journey back to 1605. Meet 
Guy Fawkes and uncover the Gunpowder 
plot. Watch your class learn the facts and 
participate in debates.

Inspiring Women
Led by Hera, the Greek Goddess of Women, 
introduce children to a range of amazing 
women. Inspire pupils with the lives and 
legacies of Amelia Earhart, Frida Kahlo, Rosa 
Parks and Edith Cavell. 

Also available with Emmeline Pankhurst.

Awareness of the Past…

Quest for Kings, Queens and Castles
Lower the drawbridge, cross the moat
and join the Knight of Knowledge. Sing 
regal rhymes and encounter famous kings 
and queens on a quest to discover what life 
was like inside a medieval castle.

Victorian Schooldays
Transport your classroom back to 1899 
and give your children a lesson they won’t 
forget as our Victorian schoolteacher 
assesses handwriting, drill and arithmetic. 

Victorian Homelife and Toys
The ‘new servants’ at Sudbury Manor  
must complete all household chores  
to the housekeeper’s satisfaction if  
they are to enjoy the Victorian toys  
at the end of a long day.
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“One child said they missed her  
as soon as we left and she wished 
she would come every day.”
Charlotte, Barnfield Primary School, Edgware
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Important Events…

Black History: A Celebration  
(Large Group)
Celebrate Black History Month with  
this specially created large group session. 
As your children discover more about 
the abolition of slavery and the Windrush 
generation, they will also encounter  
some unsung heroes from black history.

Great Fire of London
Experience London in 1666 as your 
pupils recreate life in Pudding Lane. 
Become the fire as it grows and spreads, 
meet the famous diarist Samuel Pepys 
and debate the rebuilding of the city.

First World War
Transport your children back to the time 
of the Great War. They will explore life in 
the trenches, participate in the Christmas 
Day truce and celebrate the Armistice.

Second World War
Plunge yourself into the blackouts, 
rationing and evacuations of Home  
Front Britain as your class imagines  
what life was like for wartime children.

Titanic
Take your class back to April 14th 1912. 
Learn about the ill-fated maiden voyage of 
this famous ship, the people on board and 
how tragedy struck.

Changes through Time…

Democracy, Law and Liberty 
Order, order! Invite the Speaker of the 
House into your school to take your class 
on a fact-filled journey to discover the 
history of democracy, law and liberty, 
enthusing children to live out these British 
Values in their schools and communities.

Magical Toy Museum
Your children will become toy experts  
as they enter the museum and bring toys 
from the past 100 years to life using their 
bodies and voices, before inventing their 
own original toy. 

Seaside Journeys
Visiting seaside holiday destinations from 
1910 to the present day, your children will 
explore how holidays and pastimes have 
changed over the past century in a session 
filled with holiday fun.

“Really clever, enjoyable and 
informative. You have some 
great facilitators! Bravo!”
Julia Lyness, St Agatha’s Catholic Primary School, 

Kingston upon Thames



History Workshops
Peoples and Civilisations…

Ages of Early Man
Travel back to the days of early man to 
explore changes in Britain through the 
Stone, Bronze and Iron Ages, or choose  
to focus on one Age in closer detail.

Beowulf and the Anglo-Saxons
Explore the settlements, life and culture 
of the Anglo-Saxons, and re-enact the 
dramatic legend of the warrior Beowulf.

The Maya Civilisation
Journeying around the city-state  
of Palenque, your pupils will learn about 
the people, religion and culture of this 
ancient civilisation and consider what 
eventually led to its collapse.

The Indus Valley Civilisation
Take a trip back 5000 years and discover 
the wheres, the whats and the whys of the 
Indus Valley, learning about trade, farming 
and religious practices along the way.
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“Children were engaged with 
the session from the start. 
All children had a chance to 
participate in the session and 
learnt a lot.”
Larissa Bately, Parkside Primary School, Waltham Forest

Thorgil the Viking
Reliving Thorgil’s journey from Denmark 
to England and taking part in a gripping 
retelling of the story of Thor’s Hammer, 
your children will explore different  
aspects of Viking life. 

Native American Cultural Quest
Travel through time and place with your 
class, exploring the traditional stories and 
rituals of America’s indigenous peoples.

“Wonderfully rewarding session.”
Alexandra Allan, Finton House School, Wandsworth



“Wonderfully rewarding session.”
Alexandra Allan, Finton House School, Wandsworth

Maths & Science
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“The facilitator was 
enthusiastic and covered 
lots of great content.” 
Isobel Van Pelt, Kingsgate Primary School, Camden

The Science Machine
The Science Machine is in grave danger of 
imploding and our eccentric scientist needs 
your knowledge to save it! Pupils must use 
their enthusiasm to refill its information 
tanks with scientific facts and fun.

This action-packed workshop is  
available on the following topics:

•  Plants
•  Animals
•  Human Body
•  Materials
•  Seasonal Changes
•  Forces 

•  Light 
•  Electricity 
•  Sound
•  Space
•  Evolution  
 and Inheritance

Science Assemblies
Looking for something to kick-start  
your Science Week? Why not try one 
of our Science Assemblies, perfect for  
a whole year group or key stage to  
take part in at the same time. Available  
on a range of topics.

Adventures in Computing  
with Ada Lovelace
The amazing Ada will inspire your children 
with her love of maths and coding, leading 
them on a lively journey through the 
history of computing and engaging them  
in exciting algorithm activities.

Times Tables Rock Stars NEW!
This interactive half-hour assembly session  
is the perfect way to kickstart Times Tables  
Rock Stars in your school. Using fast-paced 
drama games and activities, this lively session 
will enthuse your budding maths rock stars!



Use our handy events guide to help you plan your workshops to support 
events coming up this year. If you can’t see what you’re looking for, then 
just get in touch and we can point you in the right direction.

Freshwater Year Planner 

Get in touch  
now to pencil your 

preferred dates  
for the year!

Autumn 2019
September
1   Start of the Second World War, 1939 – 80th Anniversary:  
  Second World War p. 6
2-5  Great Fire of London, 1666: Great Fire of London p. 6 
8  International Day of Literacy: Literacy, Storytelling and Shakespeare p. 16-18
26  European Day of Languages: MFL p. 19

October
1-31   Black History Month: A Carnival of Stories p. 3, Mary Seacole p. 5,  
  Black History: A Celebration p. 6, Stories from Africa p. 16
4-10   World Space Week, The Moon: Gateway to the  
  Stars: Early Years Story Hunt – Moon Landings p. 3,  
  Neil Armstrong p. 5, The Science Machine – Space p. 8
5    World Teacher’s Day: Teacher CPD p. 20
27   Diwali: Early Years Story Hunt – Diwali p. 3,  
  Stories from Asia p. 16, Dance through Celebrations  
  and Festivals p. 20

November
5    Bonfire Night: Guy Fawkes p. 5
11   Remembrance Day: First World War, Second World War p. 6
11-15  Anti-Bullying Week: Anti Bullying p. 12

December 
22-30  Chanukah: Dance through Celebrations and Festivials p. 20
25   Christmas Day: Early Years Story Hunt – Festive Fun p. 3, Large Group Festive  
  Storytelling p. 17



Spring 2020
January
25   Chinese New Year: Dance through  
  Celebrations and Festivals p. 20

February
1-8   National Storytelling Week: Large Group Storytelling p. 17
11   Safer Internet Day: Quest for E-Safety p. 12

March
5    World Book Day: Literacy, Storytelling and Shakespeare p. 16-18
8    International Women’s Day: Inspiring Women, Mary Seacole,  
  Florence Nightingale p. 5, Adventures in Computing with Ada Lovelace p. 8
10   Royal Astronomical Society founded in 1820 – 200th Anniversary: Early Years  
  Story Hunt – Space p. 3, The Science Machine – Space p. 8, The Quest for… Space p. 12
6-15   British Science Week: The Science Machine, Adventures in Computing  
  with Ada Lovelace p. 8
16-22 Shakespeare Week: Shakespeare p. 18

Freshwater Year Planner 

 “All the children were 
included and felt 
comfortable to act out  
in front of each other.”  
Emma Martin, Dartford Primary Academy, Kent

“Really well organised and  
inclusive. It sequenced the  
events and brought it alive  
for the children.” 
 Janet Garcia, Granard Primary School, Wandsworth



Contact us  
now to discuss 
your topics for 

next year.

www.freshwatertheatre.co.uk

Summer 2020

April 
22    International Earth Day: Volcanoes and Earthquakes,  
    Environment Alert! p. 15

May 
8    Victory in Europe Day – 75th Anniversary: Second World War p. 6
12    Florence Nightingale’s Birthday – 200th Anniversary:  
    Florence Nightingale p. 5 
12    International Nurses Day: Florence Nightingale, Mary Seacole,  
    Inspiring Women p. 5 
15    National Numeracy Day: Times Tables Rock Stars p. 8
11-15 SATs Week: Good luck from the Freshwater team!
21-25 Walk to School Week: Quest for Road Safety p. 12

June 
5     First UK-wide referendum, 1975 – 45th Anniversary:  
    Democracy, Law and Liberty p. 6
5     World Environment Day: Environment Alert! p. 15
6     D-Day: Second World War p. 6
8     World Ocean Day: Crossing Continents and Oceans p. 14
22    Windrush Day: Quest for Windrush p. 12

July 
7     World Chocolate Day: Quest for Chocolate p. 12
14    Bastille Day: MFL Storytelling – French, Les Trois Mousquetaires p. 19
21    First Person on the Moon, 1969: Early Years Story Hunt  
    – Moon Landings p. 3, Neil Armstrong p. 5,  
    The Quest for… Moon Landings p. 12



“A brilliant session.  
The drama made it seem real  
for the children, who quickly  
got sucked into the scene.” 
Anna Marshall, Icknield Walk First School, Royston, Hertfordshire

Cross-Curricular
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Quests for Knowledge
Invite one of our colourful characters to 
lead your children on a daring Quest for 
Knowledge. Debate at the round table 
with the Knight of Knowledge, go back 
in time with our Time Traveller, or sail on 
the high seas with our Pirate Captain.

Facts and learning objectives are woven 
seamlessly into the storyline of the 
workshop. Choose from the following:

Knight of Knowledge 
• Chocolate
• Space
• Superheroes
• Transport and Travel

Pirate Captain 
• Pirates

Bespoke Quests
If you can’t find a workshop or show 
to support your topic, we can create 
something just for you. 

Staying Safe 
We also have several PSHE topics 
available which are designed to help 
your class stay safe through a series 
of engaging and thought-provoking 
activities. The workshops will encourage 
your pupils to reflect on their actions 
and the choices they make:

• Anti-Bullying • Road Safety
• E-Safety 

Assemblies
Want an exciting way to commemorate 
your school’s centenary or another 
special occasion? Our assemblies cater 
for large groups and are an exciting way 
to celebrate an important event. Call  
us to discuss your occasion.

Are you looking for a way to enhance your Creative Curriculum? 
Searching for something to tie into a whole school theme? Or are  
you working towards Artsmark status? Our cross-curricular Quest  
for Knowledge workshops could be just what you’re looking for.

Time Traveller 
• Aztecs
• Dinosaurs
• Moon Landings 
  NEW!
• Windrush
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Geography 

Places and Locations…

Adventures with Baxter Bear (KS1)
Send your pupils on a whistle-stop tour  
of locations around the world with Baxter 
Bear. Available on 3 different topics:

• Where in the UK is Baxter Bear?
 Travel to the UK’s capital cities  
 and the surrounding seas.

• Where in the World is Baxter Bear?
 Travel to France, Mexico and Brighton,  
 picking up some French and Spanish  
 along the way.

• Baxter Bear’s Rainforest Adventure
 Travel to the Brazilian rainforest and  
 explore what would happen if this  
 habitat were to be destroyed.

An Island Home
Journey by boat to the remote Isle of 
Struay, exploring Katie Morag’s island  
home before joining her family and  
friends in a lively Scottish dance.

Crossing Continents and Oceans
Accompany the Earth Explorer on a global 
expedition, traversing the five oceans and 
investigating the landmarks and climates  
of the seven continents.

St Lucia: An Overseas Locality
Join our knowledgeable guide on a 
sightseeing tour of St Lucia, visiting the 
Pitons, venturing through the rainforest 
and even taking part in the local carnival!

“Children loved the workshop, 
really engaged and happy.”
Susan Hansford, St Cedd’s School, Chelmsford
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“The fast pace kept the 
children entertained and the 
interactive nature allowed 
all children to develop their 
knowledge whilst having fun.”
Sarah Antrobus, Osidge Primary School, Barnet

Let’s Locate! (KS2)
Armed with an expedition kitbag and a  
set of maps, the Earth Explorer will fuel 
your children’s enthusiasm for the world 
and its people, locating interesting places 
and uncovering fascinating facts. Available 
on the following topics: 

• Let’s Locate! The UK
 Journeying around the different countries,  
 counties and capital cities of the UK,  
 discover what life is like for the locals  
 in different regions.

• Let’s Locate! Continents
 Travel across the seven continents,  
 focusing in on Europe, North and South  
 America or choose just one of these to  
 explore in more detail. 

• Let’s Locate! Geographical Features 
 Discover how plants and animals have  
 adapted to life in different conditions,  
 as your pupils explore climate zones  
 and biomes across the globe.

An Indian Village
Immersing themselves in Chembakolli 
village life, your children will take part 
in chores and pastimes, before debating 
important issues facing the community.



Geography

“It was so pleasing to see every ability group accessing the learning  
and adding more knowledge to their current understanding.”
Rebecca Carpenter, St Mary’s C of E Primary School, Twickenham

Weather and Seasons
From the blistering heat of the Sahara 
desert to the bitter chill of Antarctica, 
your class will experience a range of 
climates, categorise weather patterns 
and simulate seasons on the Earth 
Explorer’s latest trek.   

Volcanoes and Earthquakes
Adventure with the Earth Explorer  
to some of the world’s most dangerous 
places as your pupils visit the sites of 
natural disasters, exploring the stages  
of a volcano and the causes and  
effects of an earthquake.

Rivers and Water
As your class becomes the cast and  
crew of the TV show Riverwatch, they 
must use their knowledge to create the 
water cycle, debate important issues and 
take a journey down the River Thames.

Environment Alert!
Through voicing their concerns at  
the ‘Earth Summit’, your children will 
engage with environmental issues and  
be empowered to think about what 
action they can take.

Human and Physical Geography… 
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Literacy, Storytelling & Shakespeare
Stories…

The Gruffalo
Is there really ‘no such thing as a Gruffalo’? 
Find out as the quick-witted mouse 
journeys through the forest, meeting  
a host of hungry animals along the way.

The Owl Who Was Afraid  
of the Dark
As your children help bring the tale of 
‘Plop the Owl’ to life, they will discover 
that the dark can be ‘kind’, ‘fascinating’ 
and ‘fun’ so there is no need to be afraid!

The Rainbow Fish
Dive beneath the waves to discover  
the creatures and environments of  
the underwater world of the Rainbow  
Fish, as your children delight in bringing 
this magical tale of friendship and  
sharing to life.

Stories from Africa (also  
available in Large Group format)
See the tales of How Anansi became King 
of all the Stories and How the Zebra got his 
Stripes dramatically unfold as your pupils 
create vibrant African scenes.

Stories from Asia (also  
available in Large Group format)
Immerse your children in the ancient  
world of gods and goddesses and wise 
gurus as they explore two tales from 
sacred Hindu texts. Including the story 
of Rama and Sita, this is the perfect 
accompaniment to Diwali celebrations.

Myths and Legends…

Isis and Osiris
Take a trip down the Nile to meet  
the famous queen and king as your 
class explore the awesome world  
of Ancient Egypt. 

King Midas
Decide if King Midas’ golden touch 
is a gift or a curse as your pupils visit  
his palace and bring this Ancient Greek 
myth to life.

The Prince and the Pauper
Discover what happens when a prince 
and a pauper trade clothes and trade 
lives! Get whisked away to Tudor England 
in Mark Twain’s tale of mistaken identity.
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“The delivery was great and  
fitted in perfectly with our topic.”
Amy Naxton, Henry Cavendish, Streatham



Literacy, Storytelling & Shakespeare
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Large Group… 

Large Group Storytelling
Your pupils will be drawn into three 
traditional tales as our storyteller plays 
with language, invites the children to  
take on a variety of roles and explores  
the morals of the stories presented. 
Choose from the following story sets:

• The Ugly Duckling, The Princess  
 and the Pea, and Thumbelina
• The Cracked Pot, The Fearsome Giant,  
 and The Cedar Tree
• The Pied Piper, The Cobblestone Maker,  
 and The Lion and The Mouse

Large Group Festive Storytelling
Perfect as an end-of-term treat to get you 
into the festive spirit. Delight your pupils 
with a selection of magical tales from 
around the world. Choose from:

• Rudolph, Vasilisa, and Aladdin 
• The Nutcracker, Dick Whittington  
 and A Christmas Carol 

Story Quests…

Quest for The Lion,  
the Witch and the Wardrobe
Step through the wardrobe and get swept 
up in the magic of Narnia as your children 
explore C. S. Lewis’ timeless classic. But when 
the time comes, will they want to return?

Quest for Oliver Twist
Creep down dark Dickensian streets  
to meet orphan Oliver, uncovering  
his family history and braving a visit  
to the workhouse and Fagin’s den.

Quest for Treasure Island
Explore the novel’s characters and 
experience what life would have been  
like for a pirate on board Long John  
Silver’s ship, tackling riddles and  
activities a-plenty!

 

“ I have never seen the children so 
enthusiastic and immersed in a topic. 
They really enjoyed the workshop  
and didn’t want it to end.”
Alice Wood, Bassett House School, North Kensington



Bespoke Story Quests
Let our Story Seeker guide your  
children through the plot and characters  
of your chosen story. For a small 
additional fee, we will transform your 
chosen story into an interactive workshop. 
Recent creations include:

• Gulliver’s Travels 

Shakespeare (KS2)
Introduce your class to Shakespeare  
in a fun and accessible way. Bring  
one of the Bard’s famous plays to life, 
exploring the plot, experimenting with 
the language and taking on a host of 
captivating characters.

Choose from the following plays:

• A Midsummer Night’s Dream (KS1/KS2) 
• Hamlet
• Macbeth
• Romeo and Juliet   
• The Merchant of Venice
• The Tempest    
• Twelfth Night

Shakespeare’s Life and Times 
Discover more about the man  
behind the plays. Explore the  
celebrated playwright’s life in  
Stratford and London, the context  
of the Tudor period in which he  
was writing and his remarkable  
literary legacy.
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“We used the session as our ‘hook’ 
into a sustained piece of writing. 
The writing is an excellent 
standard as a result.” 
Tanya Sanderson, Old Bexley Primary, Kent



Modern Foreign Languages
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“The children were amazed as to how much they could 
understand and gave them such a confidence boost.”
Ana Lopez, Oughton Primary & Nursery School, Hitchin

Early Years French Storytelling
It’s never too early to leap into language 
with a telling of the classic tale, Goldilocks 
and the Three Bears. Our specialist language 
facilitator will use song, rhyme and 
repetition to introduce your EY children  
to the fun of the French language.

Language Launchpad! (KS1)
Blast off into the Galaxy of 
Communication and ignite your children’s 
confidence as they soar through topics 
such as greetings, numbers and nouns, 
having fun with French during their 
intergalactic journey. 

MFL Storytelling (KS1/KS2)
Enthrall children as they bring to life 
traditional tales entirely in French, 
Spanish or German. Up to 120 children 
can enjoy this interactive language 
experience, developing their listening 
and speaking skills whilst increasing 
their confidence.

Les Trois Mousquetaires
Perfect for Year 6 preparing for KS3. 
Journey back in time to the turbulent 
streets of Paris. Explore Alexandre Dumas’ 
classic tale of swordplay, intrigue and 
revenge in this this interactive session. 

Also available in Spanish for Don Quijote.

The following story sets are available:

• Goldilocks and the Three Bears and The Three Little Pigs
• Jack and the Beanstalk and Little Red Riding Hood
• Three Billy Goats Gruff and The Ugly Duckling



  

Creative Movement 

Drama CPD
Gain the skills and confidence to use 
drama as an effective teaching tool  
across all areas of your curriculum and 
come away with a practical toolbox of 
drama strategies to support and develop 
your children’s speaking and listening, 
social skills and confidence. 

Our Continuing Professional 
Development courses support staff 
team-building and can improve 
communication and motivation. 
Twilight, half day and full day courses 
are available.

Teacher CPD
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Mindfulness through Movement
Explore the concept of mindfulness  
through creative movement activities  
based on meditation, thought processes,  
and relaxation.

Dance through…
Promoting health and fitness, confidence 
and artistic expression, our dance 
workshops explore your chosen topic 
through a series of creative movement 
activities. Led by a dance specialist, these 
exciting workshops include a physical 
warm-up and culminate in a short 
choreographed routine. 

• Dance through Stories
 Pick a traditional story, myth or legend  
 and we will interpret it through creative  
 movement activities.

• Dance through Celebrations and Festivals
 Celebrate Chinese New Year, Christmas,  
 Diwali, Eid, Chanukah, or another festival  
 through creative movement.

“It was accessible for all. Great  
to see children joining in with an  
activity that they wouldn’t do  
in the classroom.” 
Harveen Choda, Rabbsfarm Primary School, Hillingdon

  

Looking for something a little bit 
different? Look no further!

Freshwater is delighted to provide 
bespoke workshops. Whether you are 
looking for an adaptation of an existing 
Freshwater workshop to suit your topic or 
group size, or for something entirely new, 
get in touch to find out more about what 
we can offer you today.

Many of our facilitators have SEN 
experience and we are happy to adapt our 
sessions to help support your needs.

Bespoke



Prices 2019/20

Drama & Dance Workshops
First workshop: £123
Consecutive workshops: £120
Maximum number of children: 30
Duration: approx 60 minutes

History Shows
One show: £240
Maximum number of children: 120
Duration: approx 80 minutes

History Days
Show and workshops: £480
Maximum number of children: 60
Duration: full day

MFL Storytelling & Large  
Group Drama
One session: £195
Maximum number of children: 120
Duration: approx 60 minutes 

Teacher CPD, Assemblies  
& Bespoke Workshops 
Please call for costs

All costs are exclusive of VAT

Extra children are negotiable at £4 
per head, dependent on booking

Dependent on location,  
extra travel fees may apply

Booking
Please call or email us to check availability

020 8983 3601
info@freshwatertheatre.co.uk

www.freshwatertheatre.co.uk

“We were impressed with how 
 engaged the children were 
 and  how much was covered  
 in the time.”
 Rebecca Douglas, Cranmere Primary School, Esher
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For the latest news  
and developments:

Join our  
mailing list
 
Follow us  
@Freshwater_TIE
 
Like us on  
Facebook


